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ABSTRACT 

How could the manufacturing modeling and simulation 
process be improved? Today simulation analysts typically 
code their models from scratch and build custom data 
translators to import required data. Manufacturing simula-
tions often are built as single monolithic software systems. 
The development of neutral, vendor-independent data for-
mats for storing simulation models and transferring data 
could greatly improve the accessibility of simulation tech-
nology to industry. Simulation standards for these models 
and data could help to accelerate the modeling process and 
reduce modeling costs. How can we determine what simu-
lation standards need to be developed? This panel will dis-
cuss simulation standards needs from the perspective of 
users, vendors, academia, and government. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Manufacturing systems, processes, and data are growing 
ever more complex. Product design, manufacturing engi-
neering, and production management decisions often in-
volve the consideration of many interdependent variables, 
probably too many for the human mind to cope with at one 
time. These decisions often have a long-term impact on the 
success or failure of the manufacturing organization. It is 
extremely risky to make these major decisions based on 
�gut instinct� alone. Simulation provides a capability to 
rapidly conduct experiments to predict and evaluate the re-
sults of alternative manufacturing decisions. It has often 
  
  

been said that you do not really understand your industrial 
processes and systems until you try to simulate them. In-
dustry technology leaders in many sectors, e.g., aerospace 
and automotive manufacturers, are making greater and 
greater commitment to the use of manufacturing simulation 
in the various stages of their manufacturing processes 
(Schrage 2000). 
 The development of simulation technology and sup-
porting interface standards has been identified repeatedly 
by industry as a top research priority that promises high 
payback. One study stated that �Modeling and simulation 
(M&S) are emerging as key technologies to support manu-
facturing in the 21st century, and no other technology of-
fers more than a fraction of the potential that M&S does 
for improving products, perfecting processes, reducing de-
sign-to-manufacturing cycle time, and reducing product 
realization costs.� (IMTR 1998). 
 The National Research Council (NRC) has repeatedly 
identified simulation and modeling as a high priority re-
search area. In a 1995 study, the NRC stated: �Ultimately 
the modeling and simulation capabilities resulting from the 
research outlined here should be able to support configur-
ing and constructing a real factory for high-level perform-
ance (on multiple dimensions), as well as planning how 
best to operate it once it has been constructed. A concrete 
demonstration of these capabilities would be the creation 
of a platform capable of comparing the results of real fac-
tory operations with the results of simulated factory opera-
tions using information technology applications such as 
those discussed in this report. For modeling and simulation 
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to serve manufacturing needs, two broad areas of research 
stand out for special attention: the development of informa-
tion technology to handle simulation models in a useful 
and timely manner, and the capture of manufacturing 
knowledge that must be reflected in models.� (NRC 1995) 
 The NRC also identified simulation and modeling as 
one of two breakthrough-technologies that will accelerate 
progress in addressing the grand challenges facing manu-
facturing in 2020. The study goes on to recommend ad-
vancement of �the state of the art by establishing standards 
for the verification, validation, and accreditation of model-
ing tools and models (including geometric models, behav-
ioral models, process models, and cost and performance 
models). �Fulfillment of the recommendation would pro-
vide fundamental building blocks for the dynamic models 
and �real-time� simulations of 2020.� The study recom-
mends research and development in �standards for soft-
ware compatibility or robust software that does not need 
standards, � methods to make data accessible to everyone 
(protocols, security, format, interoperability), � interac-
tive, 3-D, simulation-based visualizations of complex 
structures integrating behavioral, organizational, and peo-
ple issues with other analyses, � methods to merge his-
torical data with simulation systems, � simulation of al-
ternative business processes.� (NRC 1998). 
 In 1999, the National Research Council completed an-
other study that also identified manufacturing simulation as 
a priority research area. The report, titled �Defense Manu-
facturing in 2010 and Beyond: Meeting the Changing 
Needs of National Defense� recommended that research 
and development be augmented in four priority areas, one 
of which is �modeling and simulation-based design tools� . 
In a discussion on simulation and modeling, the report goes 
on to state that �Techniques such as variation simulation 
analysis (VSA) and factory floor layout simulation can im-
prove product performance. Assembly modeling can be 
used to complement simulations to determine if changing 
the order of steps in the assembly of a complex product can 
lead to labor savings and reduce variation... Combining 
three-dimensional product modeling with simulation tech-
niques can help determine the cost of alternative manufac-
turing processes.� (NRC 1999) 

In spite of strong recommendations from committees 
of experts, little headway has been made on the develop-
ment of new standards for the simulation industry. The 
panel that we have assembled is comprised of a diverse set 
of experts from the manufacturing, simulation software 
vendor, academic, government, and standards communi-
ties. The panel is charged with shedding light on the fol-
lowing issues and questions: 

Do the panelists agree with the conclusions and 
recommendations of the NRC and other studies 
regarding simulation and standards? 

 If not, why not? If so, then: 
What simulation standards need to be developed? 
• 
• 

• 

How should we set priorities? 
What factors are inhibiting the development and 
implementation of simulation standards? 
What can be done to move the standards process 
forward? 

The next sections present the initial thoughts and observa-
tions of the panelists on these topics and other related issues. 

2 ROBERTO LU, THE BOEING COMPANY 

Today�s dynamic business environment demands dynamic 
actions. Dynamic actions are often taken using incomplete 
information. Competencies in modeling ever-changing dy-
namic systems based on partial information may directly in-
fluence the soundness of such decision making processes. 
Simulation modeling has been known for its value in raising 
confidence levels, leading to solid business decisions. 

Operational simulation modeling was recently defined 
as number one among the top ten technologies at Boeing 
Commercial Airplanes. These ten technologies were cate-
gorized in three segments. Simulation was categorized un-
der �Break Through� technology, which was placed on top 
of the �Enabling� and the �Core� technology segments. 

Boeing Commercial Airplane�s Manufacturing Re-
search and Development group has been conducting simu-
lation projects in the areas of factory layout optimization, 
resource forecasting, rate change, and production consoli-
dations, new product processes. Simulation modeling exer-
cises have been providing a quick and low-cost method to 
assess and minimize risks of change, streamline manufac-
turing processes, validating production capabilities, and 
visualize new systems.  
 The need for simulation modeling is obvious; the 
benefit of using results from modeling and simulation has 
been proven. Conducting faster simulation iteration is not 
only highly desirable, but also necessary to maximize the 
impact of the modeling. The approaches used for simula-
tion-related data management vary among individual simu-
lation practitioners. While the art of simulation continues 
to flourish, the continuity and the consistency of the simu-
lation data usage may have not kept pace. 

Why do we even need any standard associated with the 
already proven simulation modeling technologies, knowing 
that there are many proven, off-the-shelf software packages 
on the open market? Simply put, it is to enable the effective-
ness and efficiency of practicing simulation modeling by 
means of increasing data reusability and consistency. 

2.1 Industry Perspective 

In an enterprise such as The Boeing Company, massive 
amounts of manufacturing and business-related data pass 
through computer clients and servers among various types 
and numbers of databases around the clock. A consistent 
incoming data format has been a serious challenge when 
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there is a demand for a simulation modeling project. Data 
formats used to pass the results of simulation modeling ex-
ercises also vary. 

The NIST�proposed, extensible markup language 
based (XML) simulation standard can potentially provide 
this needed element in simulation modeling. One may 
wonder: Who might use this proposed standard? How will 
it be used? 

2.2 Use of Standards 

In a typical engineering exercise, a part designed by a de-
signer is later integrated into a product, which becomes a 
portion of an assembly. Integration of several separate as-
semblies is needed to construct major assemblies and struc-
tures for airplanes. Characteristics of parts, products, as-
semblies, and their respective resource requirements and 
processes can be organized in an XML-based document.  

XML is the most logical choice of protocol since it is 
platform independent and widely accepted by almost all 
software packages. Few elements will need to be estab-
lished to enable the implementation of an XML-based 
simulation standard in a corporation. The essential ele-
ments include the following: 

An XML document. This document lists all ele-
ments and attributes of the targeted manufacturing 
and business system. 
A matching XML schema that defines the types of 
elements and attributes in the XML document. 
The schema must validate the XML document and 
enlist necessary global and local groups. 
A set of application-specific XML style sheets for 
the simulation software. These style-sheets are 
meant to generate usable script files that can be 
deployed while users run simulation software. 

2.3 User Perspective 

Potential users of the simulation standards may consist of 
experienced simulation modeling practitioners, simulation 
information system architects, and average simulation us-
ers who do not possess in-depth discrete event simulation 
modeling knowledge. Experienced simulation modeling 
practitioners might wish to see the most complete coverage 
by the simulation standard possible. System architects 
might be more interested in the data protocol efficiency 
when passing contents of the simulation standard among 
various information domains and across networks. An av-
erage simulation modeling user might wish for a user 
friendly interface that provides a data input portal and a re-
sults feedback presentation panel as the minimum. 

The NIST-proposed, XML-based, simulation standard 
provided broad and deep coverage of modeling-related enti-
ties. There is almost no limit to how far this type of standard 
can reach. This simulation standard proposed by NIST has 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

successfully outlined a useful framework for experienced 
simulation practitioners to deploy their models. A case study 
in this regard has been addressed jointly by Qiao and 
McLean of NIST and Lu of The Boeing Company. 

The efficiency and effectiveness of passing simulation 
modeling-related data across an entire company network 
may make or break the overall benefit perspective of this 
huge endeavor. This is the area where influences of a solid 
matching XML schema and application-specific XML 
style sheets can be observed. Innovative data protocol and 
hierarchy, based on the XML standard document, may 
need to be derived to gain data transaction speed across 
computing networks. 

The data input portal should be a web-based applica-
tion, using popular web browsers such as Internet Explorer 
and Netscape. Users might not possess knowledge of the 
data architecture or coding used in simulation modeling 
packages. Users would most likely have manufacturing or 
business-system process knowledge. Interactive question-
naires could help users to define model input criteria. Ani-
mated simulation result presentations with charts and 
graphs on the browser would help users to both validate 
input data, and use the simulation results for more accurate 
decision making, leading to better system performance. 
This form of looped, usable results enables additional dy-
namic system performance improvements.  

Data formats for the whole system can be XML based. 
Automation among the XML document, its matching 
schema, software-specific style sheets, and Document Ob-
ject Model (DOM) / Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) 
parser integration may be somewhat dependent on the type 
of the discrete event software used by the vendor. However, 
methods in doing the above can be executed in a consistent 
fashion � based on the NIST-proposed XML standard. 

2.4 Future Possibilities and  
Potential Challenges 

The rosy picture of this initiative painted in the previous 
section will only become reality when the following poten-
tial obstacles have been addressed and overcome: 

Computing system compatibility 
System security 
Industry user participation 
Software vendor participation 
Wide acceptance of the XML-based simulation 
standard 
Successful case study of all of the above. 

It has been a great pleasure and honor to be part of this 
joint effort. The author deeply believes that ultimately 
simulation technology will be elevated to a level formerly 
thought to be unreachable. 
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3 CHARLEY HARRELL, PROMODEL 
SOLUTIONS AND BRIGHAM  
YOUNG UNIVERSITY  

Any time software standards are being discussed or pro-
posed, many different parties should be involved to guide 
the process if it is to succeed. Simulation standards are no 
different. Some of the primary stakeholders in simulation 
standards include users, vendors, relevant standards groups 
and educational institutions. This is a discussion of some of 
the key issues to consider from both vendor and academic 
perspectives. The primary focus will be on the vendor per-
spective with a brief discussion at the end from the point of 
view of an educator. 

3.1 Vendor Perspective 

In addressing the issue of simulation standards from a ven-
dor perspective, there is a certain wariness as well as a 
wishful hope that is felt�wariness that it is another band-
wagon headed down a bumpy, winding road to a dead end, 
and wishful hope that there might be an opportunity to ex-
pand markets and increase sales. Questions that are imme-
diately raised by vendors when the topic of standards is 
raised are: 

What is the standard? 
What is it going to cost to support it? 
What is the business case for supporting it? 

3.1.1 Defining the Standard 

In defining the standard, the first question a vendor wants to 
know is what is being standardized? Are we talking about 
standardizing the user interface (GUI, etc.), modeling meth-
odology (object-oriented, network diagramming, etc.), 
model file (SDX, XML, etc.), output reports (Excel, etc.), 
interoperability (HLA, etc.), simulation components, etc. 
What most standards-related discussions have focused on 
recently are model file standards, which require that a file 
structure and format be agreed upon that defines any model 
within a particular domain. The idea is to develop a neutral 
file format (NFF) much as has been done in the CAD indus-
try with file standards such as DXF, IGES and STEP. 
 Much progress has been made in developing a NFF us-
ing the Simulation Data Exchange (SDX) specification. The 
SDX file format was originally developed as a common data 
format for generating discrete-event simulation (DES) mod-
els and 3D model animations directly from CAD drawings. 
In SDX, file attributes or properties of object or information 
categories are defined between [Begin] and [End] tags. It is a 
text file making it easy to read and understand. For more de-
tailed information about the SDX file format, see (Moorthy 
1999) and (Sly and Moorthy 2001). 
 The SDX format was a good first cut at an NFF for 
simulation data, but it also has limitations and compatibil-
• 

• 
• 

ity problems. A more promising approach seems to be 
XML which is already beginning to show some success. 

3.1.2 Assessing Development Costs 

Development costs are not too difficult to assess once a 
standard is clearly defined. More difficult is determining 
who will do it, what other priorities will need to be delayed 
and what are the on-going maintenance costs? It is not un-
common for software companies to engage in development 
efforts in which the specification is not clearly defined re-
sulting in wasted time and money. Vendors are keenly aware 
of the dangers of committing resources to a lost cause. 

3.1.3 Developing the Business Case 

There is a significant amount of justification required be-
fore most software companies are willing to invest in a 
new development project. The questions that a vendor 
needs to answer in order to develop a business case for 
supporting a simulation standard include the following: 

How will it impact sales in the short and long 
term? 
What is the economic risk if we don�t support it? 
How will it impact our competitive advantage? 

 Impact on sales is the most important consideration 
since it is part of the cost/benefits analysis a company will 
conduct to justify the commitment. Increased sales will be 
a function of increased market share as well as an in-
creased market. An increased market share will result if 
companies are willing to buy your product because it al-
lows data to be shared with other applications and permits 
them to import models built using other products. The 
market itself expands as companies see that simulation can 
be easily integrated with other applications and share 
common data. Timing is often a crucial factor as well. By 
committing too early you may get early adopters but incur 
a much greater expense. By waiting until the market is 
ready there is less cost and much less risk, but you may 
lose industry leadership. 

3.2 Academic Perspective 

Academia�s interest in simulation standards is in several 
different areas. First, consider the impact on teaching mod-
eling languages. By learning the NFF for model defini-
tions, students can learn much about simulation and, since 
the language is not product specific, the knowledge will be 
useful to them later regardless of the tool they use in indus-
try. There are also new opportunities for research and de-
veloping models for training and education that are product 
independent. 
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4 PHILOMENA M. ZIMMERMAN,  

DEFENSE MODELING AND  
SIMULATION OFFICE 

Interoperability, reuse, and responsiveness to the Depart-
ment of Defense (DoD) modeling and simulation (M&S) 
needs are the holy grails for the Defense Modeling and 
Simulation Office (DMSO), and the broader M&S com-
munity. Advances in technology are moving the M&S 
community along on their quest. Technology alone will not 
ensure that the holy grails are found. It will also require 
formalization and stabilization of the technology mecha-
nisms that helped the M&S community realize its quest. 
 The formalization of the technology can be achieved 
through the active creation and use of standards. Standards 
should be considered an enabling technology. Standards, 
by their very nature, are stable items; and stability is re-
quired to achieve international interoperability, information 
superiority, and rapid technology insertion. In part, this 
stability is achieved because standards from formal stan-
dards organizations, such as Simulation Interoperability 
Standards Organization (SISO), Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and International Organiza-
tion for Standards (ISO), are difficult to create and change. 
They require a significant investment of all resources, es-
pecially time. This is by design. 
 A large amount of time is required to allow for con-
sensus opinions to be reached. Consensus does not mean 
unanimity � it means that a majority of the members in-
volved in the creation of the standards do not disagree with 
the statements in the standards. The processes and time to 
create standards vary among standards organizations. 
However, regardless of whether the standards are created 
by consortium, or in an open, volunteer process, they all 
have the need for equal representation of opinions from 
their members as a basis for their stability. Voting rules on 
acceptance vary as well, but again, equal representation of 
opinions is critical to the success of the standards. Obvi-
ously, the standards must also be maintained and updated 
as the technologies mature. 
 Regardless of how the standards are created, or how 
long it takes to create them, it is important to remember 
that standards are constructed �on paper.� The medium of 
capture is not nearly as important as the ideas that the me-
dium contains. Nonetheless, the ideas in the medium, 
unless brought to fruition through implementation and us-
age, are just ideas. Part of the implementation requires 
some type of recognition and evangelization of the ideas. 
Within the DoD, the Services play an important role in that 
part of the standards process. Each Service has, or is in the 
process of creating, a standards body, which evaluates 
standards nominated by their constituents for application 
within their Service. Typically, the evaluation consists of a 
series of steps involving review by subject matter experts, 
users, interested parties, and management.  
 There are other venues that can be used by all those 
who either use, nominate, or create standards � the Defense 
Standardization Program (DSP), established by �Defense 
Cataloging and Standardization Act, Title 10, U.S. Code 
Chapter 145, Sections 2451-2457�, approved July, 1952. 
Together with MI Circular A-119, �Federal Participation in 
the Development and Use of Voluntary Standards, they es-
tablish a policy of reliance on non-governmental standards 
whenever feasible and practical, and promote participation 
in their development. This practice helps ensure that the 
DoD is not reliant on single source solutions, and provides 
visibility into defense-related and non-defense related stan-
dards. Further, it promotes the use of new technologies in 
the commercial marketplace, and reduces the need for the 
preparation, and maintenance of military-only documents. 
 The DSP is important for another reason. Through par-
ticipation in its programs, contributors have access to a 
wide variety of resources, including an infrastructure of 
100+ standards offices in services and agencies listed in 
standardization directory, online databases that are links to 
other specification and standards, online alert service for 
changes to other standards, and program manager guid-
ance. Additionally, the DSP is investigating the online 
availability of non-government standards for DoD users. 
 Some additional thoughts - standards are definitely in 
DMSO�s charter. But we will not create standards without 
DoD Component input....DMSO does not manage simula-
tions. As part of our technology transition, simulation 
components (technology) are often developed to try out a 
component - and then we look for a transition target to 
house, distribute, and manage the technology. 
 As for composable simulations, I could speak vol-
umes. But every program at DMSO is building �Things� - 
components, processes, basis, standards - to support com-
posability. We then work with the Services and combatant 
commands (such as SOCOM, JFCOM, etc) to make sure 
that they are �institutionalized� within DoD - that means 
that we look to the Services to build the Service policy and 
implementation guidance to use/take advantage of what 
DMSO has developed. 

5 SWEE LEONG, NATIONAL INSTITUTE  
OF STANDARDS AND TECHNOLOGY 

Simulation technology holds tremendous promise for re-
ducing costs, improving quality, and shortening the time-
to-market for manufactured goods. Unfortunately, this 
technology still remains largely underutilized by industry 
today. A number of factors currently inhibit the deploy-
ment of simulation technology in industry today. The de-
velopment of new simulation interface standards could 
help increase the deployment of simulation technology. In-
terface standards could improve the accessibility of this 
technology by helping to reduce the expenses associated 
with acquisition and deployment, minimize model devel-
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opment time and costs, limit the need for data translation, 
and provide new types of simulation functionality that are 
not available today. 
 Currently, no organization is focused solely on the de-
velopment of manufacturing simulation standards. Often 
the companies that most need to be involved in the devel-
opment of these standards can least afford the costs associ-
ated with extended involvement in the standards process. 
Standards processes tend to be multi-year efforts. Often 
regular meeting attendance involves considerable prepara-
tion time, as well as travel costs. A mechanism is needed to 
involve simulation vendors, users, and researchers in the 
simulation standards process, while minimizing the finan-
cial burden associated with participation in these activities. 
 The NIST Manufacturing Simulation and Visualiza-
tion (MS&V) Program established the Simulation Stan-
dards Consortium to provide a basis for increasing aware-
ness and involvement in the simulation-standards 
development process. The objective of the Consortium is 
to accelerate future manufacturing simulation standards ef-
forts. The Consortium activities will build upon simulation 
research and standards work initiated under the NIST Sys-
tems Integration for Manufacturing Applications Program, 
the international Intelligent Manufacturing Systems (IMS) 
MISSION Project, Simulation Data Exchange (SDX), and 
the Software Engineering Institute�s Technology Insertion 
Development and Evaluation (TIDE) efforts. 
 The primary goal of the Simulation Standards Consor-
tium is to develop pre-competitive neutral interfaces for 
manufacturing simulation in the following areas: data 
transactions, storage and exchange formats, distributed 
manufacturing simulation environments, simulation case 
study types, simulation templates and model formats, and 
reference data sets. 
 Industry users, software vendors, other government 
agencies, research institutes, and universities with an inter-
est in simulation standards are encouraged to join the Con-
sortium. There will be an annual progress review meeting 
to allow participants to provide input, feedback, and adjust 
direction as appropriate to the project. Participants are en-
couraged to host meetings at their locations. NIST will 
serve as the central coordination point for interfacing and 
communicating with all participants. 
 A kick-off meeting was hosted on the NIST Campus 
in Gaithersburg, Maryland in February 2003. Participants 
included representatives from 19 organizations including 
from major simulation software vendors, major manufac-
turers, government and defense agencies, and academia. 
Many participants made presentations on the needs and re-
quirements of simulation standards efforts. 
 The Consortium is seeking additional participants. 
Participants will have the opportunity to influence the di-
rection of the standards-setting effort, establish partner-
ships with other researchers, access research results from 
other participants, and get a head start on the application of 
simulation technology and neutral interfaces. Participants 
who need funding should seek out other sources from ei-
ther their own internal resources or other organizations that 
sponsor research projects, e.g., industrial organizations, 
Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Programs, 
National Science Foundation, other government research 
program sponsors, etc. 
 We plan to channel project results and Consortium 
outputs through the appropriate national and international 
standards organizations. The Consortium will engage the 
vendor community to: (1) obtain direction and feedback, 
and (2) encourage rapid and widespread commercial adop-
tion and implementation of specifications and standards. 
 One of the first specifications provided to the Consor-
tium participants for review and comment was an interface 
specification for machine shop data. In collaboration with 
the Software Engineering Institute�s Technology Insertion 
Development and Evaluation (TIDE) project, NIST devel-
oped a generic machine shop data model as a part of the 
efforts to support the development of standard data inter-
faces (Lee, et al. 2003).  
 The initial goal of the data model will be used to sup-
port the integration among a manufacturing execution sys-
tem (MES), a production scheduling system, and a proto-
type machine shop simulator that satisfy the needs of a real 
world machine shop operations. The plant layout data ele-
ments from the SDX effort are currently being incorpo-
rated into the model. 

6 SUMMARY 

A number of distinguished committees commissioned by 
the National Research Council and other organizations 
have recommended focused research efforts in manufactur-
ing simulation technology and standards. Unfortunately, 
little progress appears to have been made in these areas in 
recent years. This panel has brought together experts with a 
diverse set of perspectives to offer observations on the cur-
rent state of affairs with respect to simulation standards 
and make suggestions on ways standards development and 
implementation activities can be accelerated .   
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